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Abstract: This project report entitled to “A STUDY ON ANALYSIS of economic POSITION victimization quantitative relation AT DIAMOND teams OF COMPANY PVT LTD ”, the most objective of the study is to research the money position of the corporate. It the method of distinguishing the money strength and weakness of the firm properly establishing relationship between the item of record and profit and loss account, the main points relating to the history and finance details of the corporate were collected through discussion with the corporate officers. Secondary knowledge ar supported the annual reports of 2015-2017. The tools used for the study is quantitative relation analysis. Charts and table ar used for higher understanding. Through quantitative relation analysis the corporate may perceive the profit, Liquidity, Leverage, Turnover positions of the corporate. [1],[3],[5]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analysis and Interpretation of economic statements with the assistance of ‘ratios’ is termed as ‘ratio analysis’. quantitative relation analysis involves the method of computing, deciding and presenting the connection of things or cluster of things of economic statements.quantitative relation[2],[4],[6] Analysis was pioneered by Alexander Wall WHO bestowed a system of quantitative relationAnalysis within the year 1909. Alexander’s competition was that interpretation of economic statements may be created easier by establishing quantitative relationships between numerous things of economic statements.many quantitative relation analysis may be a helpful technique to live. [25],[27],[29]compare and judge condition and performance of a client. quantitative relation Analysis permits a credit manager to identify trends during acustomer’s money performance and to match its performance and condition with the typical performance of comparable businesses within the same trade. record ratios live liquidity and financial condition (a business ability to pay its bills as they are available due) and leverage) the extent to that the business smitten by creditors). [20],[22],[24]

II. OBJECTIVES

- To analyze the potency of the organization victimization Liquidity Ratios.
- To know concerning the turnover victimization Turnover Ratios.
- To know this assets position.
- To compare the money position victimization Comparative record

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH style
In this study the descriptive analysis is followed.

SAMPLING methodology
Ratio analysis.

PRIMARY knowledge
To generate primary knowledge for the analysis, direct personal interview and discussion was created with company assistant manager of finance, accountants and different officers[7],[9],[11]

SECONDARY knowledge
The secondary knowledge ar those that have already been collected by somebody else. therefore the info was collected from company document reports and books. [31],[33],[32]

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By conniving the ratios we are able to see the position or performance of the corporate. Company getting into the profit method each year smart(permanently) performance and good management. Used new technology and sensible accounting management helps to success. [19],[21],[23]

Induct, retain and develop glorious staff and obtain their total
involvement in achieving company goals.
Provide chance for private development and advancement to any or all with requisites integrity ability and ambition.[13], [15], [17]

V. CONCLUSION
Quantitative relation analysis helps to grasp the money position of the corporate, and it conjointly helps to [26],[28],[30] grasp the profit and loss of the corporate. It helps them to beat from the loss. The financial condition quantitative relation may be a live of the financial condition of a priority. It means that the flexibility of a priority to fulfill its total liability out of its total assets. Quantitative relation analysis helps the budget to mirror however way the corporation is in a position to attain its objectives and it conjointly helps to grasp the past and gift money performance of the corporate. [14],[16], [18]
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